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Competing nonlinearities, such as the cubic (Kerr) and quintic nonlinear terms whose strengths are of op-
posite signs (the coefficients in front of the nonlinearities), exist in various physical media (in particular, in
optical and matter-wave media). A benign competition between self-focusing cubic and self-defocusing quintic
nonlinear nonlinearities (known as cubic-quintic model) plays an important role in creating and stabilizing the
self-trapping of D-dimensional localized structures, in the contexts of standard nonlinear Schro¨dinger equation.
We incorporate an external periodic potential (linear lattice) into this model and extend it to the space-fractional
scenario that begins to surface in very recent years—the nonlinear fractional Schro¨dinger equation (NLFSE),
therefore obtaining the cubic-quintic or the purely quintic NLFSE, and investigate the propagation and stability
properties of self-trapped modes therein. Two types of one-dimensional localized gap modes are found, in-
cluding the fundamental and dipole-mode gap solitons. Employing the techniques based on the linear-stability
analysis and direct numerical simulations, we get the stability regions of all the localized modes; and particu-
larly, the anti-Vakhitov-Kolokolov criterion applies for the stable portions of soliton families generated in the
frameworks of quintic-only nonlinearity and competing cubic-quintic nonlinear terms.
I. INTRODUCTION
Standard quantum mechanics demands that every physi-
cally measurable quantity has always to be real and thus the
resulting eigenvalues of every physical (quantum) operator
should also be real. Such demand can only be satisfied if
every physical observable is only connected with a Hermi-
tian operator. However, studies, made in last decade, found
that the standard quantum mechanics can be extended to non-
Hermitian system which—counterintuitively—exhibits en-
tirely real spectrum as well, supposing that the associated
pseudo-Hermitian Hamiltonian is parity-time (PT ) symmet-
ric [1–3]. Advances of diverse kinds of solitons [4] and the
propagation of linear and nonlinear waves in different PT -
symmetric physical systems are abundant in recent years [5–
7]. Another extension of the standard quantummechanics was
also done in the last decade: Laskin uncovered, from his sev-
eral pioneering works [8, 9], that the space-fractional quan-
tum mechanics (SFQM) can arise in replacing the Brownian
trajectories in Feynman path integrals with the Le´vy flights.
The fundamental physical model underpins the SFQM is the
fractional Schro¨dinger equation—the term was also coined
by Laskin [9, 10]—which may be implemented in quantum
physics [8, 9, 11] and condensed-matter physics [12].
Particularly significant progress on the realization of frac-
tional Schro¨dinger equation (FSE) in optics has been made
by Longhi in 2015 [13] based on transverse laser dynamics
in aspherical optical cavities, opening a new path to study
the properties and emergent phenomena of physical model in-
volving fractional-diffraction. Since then, interesting results
on generating and manipulating linear and nonlinear prop-
agation dynamics of laser beams in such fractional optical
models were obtained. Some typical works include: Gaus-
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sian beams either evolved into diffraction-free beams [14] or
undergone conical diffraction [15] during propagation with-
out a potential,PT symmetry [16] and propagation dynamics
of the super-Gaussian beams [17] , optical beams propaga-
tion with a harmonic potential [14, 15, 17] (which supports
spatiotemporal accessible solitons too [18, 19]) and periodic
potentials [16, 20], propagation management of light beams
in a double-barrier potential [21], in the context of linear FSE
regime; and in terms of nonlinear fractional Schro¨dinger equa-
tion (NLFSE) regime [22–28], including optical solitons (or
solitary waves) without external potential [23, 24], solitons
supported by linear [25–27] and nonlinear [28] periodic po-
tentials which refer, respectively, to optical lattice and nonlin-
ear lattice as described below.
It is well-known that the competing cubic and quintic
nonlinear terms—cubic-quintic model— that have opposite
strengths of nonlinearities (the most often used is the case
with self-focusing cubic and self-defocusing quintic nonlin-
ear terms), can help to generate and stabilize various solitons
[29–38]. In particular, the quintic nonlinearitymay be realized
in the background of optics with metal-dielectric nanocom-
posites by varying the proportion of silver nanoparticles sus-
pended and the host medium [39, 40], and in the context of
Bose-Einstein condensates composed of a dense atom cloud
by considering the influence of three-body interactions (three-
body collisions on the account of s-wave low-energy atom-
atom scattering) whose value and even the sign can be tuned in
experiments by utilizing the commonly used Feshbach reso-
nance technique [41]. In one-dimensional (1D) case, the self-
focusing quintic nonlinearity leads to the critical collapse of
solitary waves [42, 43]. In recent years, the model with com-
peting focusing and defocusing nonlinearities has been intro-
duced to the formation of quantum droplets, in the framework
of mean-field theory with Lee-Huang-Yang corrections, in the
contexts of binary Bose-Einstein condensates with attractive
interspecies interactions [44, 45].
Another stabilization mechanism of various kinds of soli-
2tons is dominated by non-uniform media (both optical and
matter-wave media). The periodic potentials such as the pho-
tonic crystals [46] and lattices [47–55] in terms of optics, and
optical lattices [29, 56–60] in BECs, contributed to the gen-
eration of fundamental solitons and gap ones. Notably, the
solitons of latter type can be localized within the finite band
gap of the underlying linear spectrum and be supported by
self-defocusing nonlinearity. The non-uniformmedia assisted
by nonlinear lattices—the periodic distribution of the strength
or even the sign of nonlinearity—can give rise to different
soliton families [28–30, 33, 42, 43, 61–70] . Particularly,
the competing cubic-quintic nonlinear lattices (both the self-
focusing cubic and self-defocusing quintic nonlinear terms are
integrated with nonlinear lattices, with commensurate and in-
commensurate periods of the two lattices) were predicted to
be a feasible and effective way to generate stable 2D soli-
tons and vortices [65]. The solitons in the models with com-
bined linear and nonlinear lattices have been and are still be-
ing comprehensively researched in recent years [71–74]. The
purely nonlinear defocusing media with spatially inhomoge-
neous nonlinearitywhose local strength grows quickly enough
from the center toward periphery in the D-dimensional co-
ordinate, which are built on self-defocusing background and
therefore do not possess critical and supercritical collapses—
typical characteristics for solitons in self-focusing media, en-
riched the generation of various families of stable solitons and
soliton composites in the self-trapping regime [75–88], such
as the fundamental solitons for all (D-dimensional) space co-
ordiantes [75, 76], 1Dmultihump states in forms of dipole and
multipole solitons [75–77], 2D bright solitary vortices carry-
ing with an arbitrarily high topological charge [75, 76], 2D
localized dark solitons and vortices [86], multifarious 3D lo-
calized modes that are comprised of soliton gyroscopes [81]
and skyrmions [82], and very recently the flat-top solitons (in
both 1D and 2D spaces) and 2D vortices [88, 89], to name just
some of them.
Despite excellent research works on solitons in fractional
Schro¨dinger equation are making headway in past few years
[18, 19, 23–28], the presence of solitons and their propaga-
tion properties in periodic potentials with quintic nonlinearity
or in purely cubic-quintic model (without any external poten-
tial) mentioned above and combinations thereof are yet for
investigating. In this article, we incorporate an external linear
potential (optical lattice) into the 1D cubic-quintic or quintic-
only NLFSE and examine the formation and propagation dy-
namics of localized gap modes. The latter model (purely
quintic NLFSE) gives rise to two types of gap solitons ex-
isting as on- and off-site modes grounded on the self-focusing
and self-defocusing nonlinearities, respectively. The former
model (cubic-quintic NLFSE) supports stable off-site funda-
mental gap solitons and dipole gap modes. Assisted by linear-
stability analysis and direct simulations, stability regions of
all the localized gap modes are given. All the stable localized
gap modes are found to match the anti-Vakhitov-Kolokolov
(anti-VK) criterion [90], ∂P/∂b < 0, with the total power
(soliton’s norm) P and propagation constant b.
The remaining content of this article is arranged in this way.
To begin with, we introduce themodel and its numericalmeth-
ods including linear-stability analysis and the efficient ways
to search for stationary solutions and to check their dynam-
ical properties in Sec. II. Numerically found gap mode so-
lutions in the form of cusplike gap modes are presented in
Sec. III and which, adhered to the quintic-only (Sec. III A)
and cubic-quintic (Sec. III B) NLFSE models under consid-
eration, is separated into two parts: Sec. III A firstly depicts
the relevant band spectrum for the linearization of the con-
sidered physical model and then investigate the existence and
stability properties of gap solitons thereof under the condi-
tions of self-defocusing and self-focusing quintic nonlineari-
ties, with an emphasis on those gap modes lying in the first
and second finite band gaps of the underlying band spectrum;
Sec. III B researches on the contribution of competing cubic-
quintic nonlinear terms to the stabilization of diverse localized
gap modes manifesting as fundamental gap solitons and their
coupled modes (dipole gap solitons), dynamical evolutions of
stable and unstable gap modes of both types are displayed in
a systematic form. Sec. IV is the peroration of this article.
II. THEORETICAL MODEL
We consider the propagation of laser beams along the z axis
coordinate of the optical periodic (an optical lattice) medium
with a fractional-order diffraction and cubic-quintic nonlin-
earities, which can be described by the above-mentioned
NLFSE model for the dimensionless field amplitude E:
i
∂E
∂z
=
1
2
(
−
∂2
∂x2
)α/2
E + [V (x) − γ |E|
2
+ δ |E|
4
]E,
(1)
where E and z stands for the field amplitude and propagation
distance respectively, V is the linear potential trap, γ > 0 be-
ing the (cubic) self-focusing nonlinearity. It should be pointed
out that (−∂2/∂x2)α denotes the fractional Laplacian where
α (1 < α ≤ 2) stands for the Le´vy index. In particular, Eq.
(1) degenerates to the normal nonlinear Schro¨dinger equation
if α = 2. The linear periodic potential trap—optical lattice V
considered in this work is written as:
V = V0sin
2(x), (2)
where V0 > 0 denotes the amplitude of optical lattice.
The substitution of E = U exp(ibz) (b is the propagation
constant) in Eq. (1) results in the following stationary equa-
tion for the stationary field amplitude U :
−bU =
1
2
(
−
∂2
∂x2
)α/2
U + [V (x)− γ |U |
2
+ δ |U |
4
]U.
(3)
For the sake of discussion, it is necessary to consider the re-
lationship between the soliton power P and propagation con-
stant b of localized gap modes calculated by Eq. (3), here P
is defined as P =
∫
|U(x)|
2
dx.
On the other hand, the linear stability analysis of the so-
found localized gap modes is another indispensable issue.
3In this article, we define the perturbed field amplitude as
U = [U(x)+p(x)exp(λz)+q∗(x)exp(λ∗z)]exp(ibz), where
U(x) denotes undisturbed field amplitude, p(x) and q∗(x)
correspond to small perturbations with eigenvalue λ. Under
such perturbation, the relevant eigenvalue problem of Eq. (1)
is given by:


iλp =+
1
2
(
−
∂2
∂x2
)α/2
p+ (b+ V )p
− γU2(2p+ q) + δU4(3p+ 2q),
iλq =−
1
2
(
−
∂2
∂x2
)α/2
q − (b+ V )q
+ γU2(2q + p)− δU4(3q + 2p).
(4)
It should be noted that only when all the real parts (λR) of the
eigenvalues λ, which are calculated by the eigenvalue equa-
tions (4), are null, (that is, λR = 0), the perturbed solutions
are stable. In this article, we employ the modified squared-
operator method [91] and split-step Fourier method to calcu-
late the stationary solutions of Eq. (3) and execute numerical
propagation simulations of the perturbed solutions thus found
using Eq. (1), respectively.
III. NUMERICAL RESULTS
We now proceed to present numerical results of different
types of localized gap modes such as gap solitons and their
dipole counterparts in the 1D NLFSE model (1) within the
contexts of the purely quintic nonlinearity (γ = 0) and the
one with competing cubic-quintic nonlinear terms; the rele-
vant contents are therefore divided into two parts, which are
referred to Sec. III A and Sec. IIIB respectively.
A. Band spectrum and gap solitons in quintic nonlinearity
The linearization of the stationary equation (3), i.e., by
setting the nonlinear coefficients γ = δ = 0, leads to the
linear expression of the considered physical system which,
grounding on the Bloch’s theorem, possesses periodic solu-
tions known as Floquet-Bloch modes whose folding in mo-
mentum k forms Bloch bands. Depicted in Figs. 1(a∼d) show
the relevant band gap structures under different physical pa-
rameters, such as at certain depth V0 of the optical lattice but
varying Le´vy index α, varying V0 at constant α. Basing on
the Fig. 1(a), multiple higher band gaps open at small α, this
is more apparent when α is approaching the minimum possi-
ble value 1, while most of these gaps close when increasing
α. An increase of V0 at a given value of α (i.e., α = 1.3)
brings about higher band gaps opening, as can be seen from
Fig. 1(b), resembling those found in [25]. What we are in-
terested in is the former two finite band gaps—the first band
gap and the second one, because inside both gaps where the
localized modes in the forms of gap solitons and other types
are usually dwell, see the case in Fig. 1(c) that is focused
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FIG. 1. (a) Band gap structure for Bloch-wave spectrum with differ-
ent Le´vy index α at V0 = 6. The Bloch-wave spectrum of α = 1.3
is presented in Fig. 1(c). The profiles of the gap solitons marked by
P1, P2 are displayed in Figs. 1(e, f) respectively. (b) Band gap struc-
ture for Bloch-wave spectrum with different V0 at α = 1.3. Linear
Bloch spectrum with different V0 for α = 1.3: (c) at V0 = 6; (d)
at V0 = 0.5. Profiles of off-site gap solitons under self-defocusing
quintic nonlinearity (γ = 0, δ = 1) with different α for V0 = 6,
b = −2: (e) at α = 1.05; (f) at α = 1.95.
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FIG. 2. (a) Soliton power P versus b for off-site gap solitons under
self-defocusing quintic nonlinearity at α = 1.3. The profiles of the
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FIG. 3. Profiles and eigenvalues [given by Eq. (4)] of off-site gap
solitons with different b for quintic-only defocusing (γ = 0, δ = 1)
nonlinearity: (a) b = −2.3; (b) b = −3.3; (c) b = −3.8. The
propagation simulations of the points A1∼A3 are reported in Figs.
5(a∼c) respectively. V0 = 6, α = 1.3 are used in this figure and the
rest of this paper.
mainly in this article. For the physical model under the con-
dition of α = 1.3 , V0 = 0.5 is the critical value at which the
second band gap closes off completely, and the second and
third Bloch bands start to hold hands, with emergence of an
overlapped point [see Fig. 1(d)].
Our attention for the creation of gap solitons under NLFSE
model with an optical lattice is firstly restricted for the quintic-
only nonlinearity as described earlier. Two characteristic ex-
amples of gap solitons stood by such model at two allowable
limit values of α, with one approaching the minimum limit 1
another coming close to the above 2, are portrayed respec-
tively in Figs. 1(e) and 1(f). The comparison research of
both cases reveals that multiple modulated peaks appear to the
gap soliton for the former, while such peaks constraint quickly
(with perfect near-zero tails on both ends) for the latter.
The nonmonotonic relationship between powerP and prop-
agation constant b for the off-site gap solitons, populated in
the first finite band gap and the second one of the underly-
ing linear spectrum, in the case of quintic nonlinearity, is dis-
played in Fig. 2(a) which, with careful observation and study,
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FIG. 4. Profiles and eigenvalues [given by Eq. (4)] of on-site
gap solitons with different b for quintic-only self-focusing (γ = 0,
δ = −1) nonlinearity: (a) b = −2.6; (b) b = −3.4; (c) b = −3.9.
Propagations of the points B1∼B3 are depicted in Figs. 5(d∼f) re-
spectively.
suggests that the optical lattice (spatially periodic linear po-
tential) might stabilize gap solitons in line with the anti-VK
criterion. Actually, the relevant linear-stability analysis based
on the numerical calculation of eigenvalue equations (4) to-
gether with the subsequent direct simulations of the so-found
gap solitons in dynamical equation (1) prove that the portion
of the soliton family obeying ∂P/∂b < 0 is linearly stable,
while its counterpart with ∂P/∂b > 0 is linearly unstable.
The two stable gap solitons (points A1 and A3 ) and one un-
stable case (A2), marked in the same panel and showcased
in below, exemplify such argument; observably, profiles and
the corresponding eigenvalues obtained from linear-stability
analysis of these cusplike gap modes supported by defocusing
quintic nonlinearity (δ = 1) are displayed in Fig. 3 which,
particularly, shows that the unstable gap soliton exhibits a
higher and more modulated side peaks (highly cusplike be-
havior) compared to that of stable ones. In contrast, a large
number of numerical computations verify that, in the context
of focusing quintic nonlinearity (δ = −1) , all the gap-Townes
solitons (existing as the on-site localized modes) [92], actually
5FIG. 5. Propagations of off-site gap solitons under self-defocusing
quintic nonlinearity at δ = 1: (a) stable soliton at b = −2.3; (b)
unstable soliton at b = −3.3; (c) stable soliton at b = −3.8. Unsta-
ble propagations of on-site gap solitons under self-focusing quintic
nonlinearity at δ = −1: (d) at b = −2.6; (e) at b = −3.4; (f) at
b = −3.9. γ = 0, x ∈ [−30, 30] for all panels.
no matter in where—the first and second band gaps, are com-
pletely unstable; typical examples of such modes are shown
for their shapes and eigenvalues in Fig. 4. Actually, finding
stable fundamental gap solitons in quintic self-focusing non-
linearity is still an open issue, to our knowledge. Instead of
being unstable objects, such localized gap modes can be sta-
ble solutions pinned at the first and second finite band gaps (of
the underlying linear spectrum) under the cubic self-focusing
nonlinearity [74].
Dynamic propagation properties of the gap solitons against
arbitrarily small initial perturbations, supported by the NLFSE
model with an optical lattice embedded with quintic nonlin-
earity, are portrayed in Fig. 5. While stable gap solitons can
propagate over a very long distance (e.g., till z = 1000) with-
out any distortion, the unstable localized gap modes gradually
spread with emergent side peaks during the propagation and
loose their coherence finally, as can be clearly seen from the
figure.
B. Gap solitons and dipole modes in cubic-quintic nonlinearity
Next, we turn to focus on how to generate gap solitons and
dipole modes and what are the propagation properties of these
self-trapped modes, in the NLFSE model with linear periodic
potential (optical lattice) in which the saturation of nonlin-
ear optical materials is characterized by the self-focusing cu-
bic and self-defocusing quintic nonlinearities. For the conve-
nience of discussion that follows, the nonlinear coefficient for
the quintic term in Eqs. (1) and (3) is defined as δ = 1.
The dependence P (b) for the gap solitons and the corre-
sponding linear-stability analysis results expressed as the de-
pendency between the maximal real part of eigenvalues λR
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FIG. 6. (a) Soliton power P and (b) maximal real part of eigenvalues
λR [given by Eq. (4)] versus propagation constant b for fundamen-
tal off-site gap solitons under competing cubic-quintic nonlineari-
ties. Profiles of off-site gap solitons with different values of b: (c)
at b = −1.34; (d) at b = −2.3; (e) at b = −3.3; (f) at b = −3.8.
The propagation simulations of the points C2 and C3 [whose profiles
are presented in Figs. 6(d) and 6(e) respectively] are displayed in the
Figs. 9(a) and 9(d), respectively. γ = 0.2, δ = 1, for all panels.
[originated from Eq. (4)] and propagation constant b are
shown in Figs. 6(a) and 6(b) respectively. Both panels demon-
strate once again that the gap solitons, in the context of the
combination of optical lattice and competing cubic-quintic
nonlinearities, exhibit the same existence and stability prop-
erties as their counterparts supported by the purely quintic
nonlinear term [e.g., see Fig. 2(a)], that is, stable gap soli-
tons are within the central parts of the finite band gaps (both
the first and second gaps) of the underlying band structure,
while unstable localized gap states are merely exist near the
band edges. Furthermore, the entire family of stable gap soli-
tons is in accordance with the abovementioned anti-VK crite-
rion ∂P/∂b < 0. The characteristic profiles of the unstable
gap solitons are displayed in Figs. 6(c) and 6(e), exhibiting a
cusplike envelope with highly modulated sidepeaks and cov-
ering many cells of the lattice; on contrary, stable gap modes
with moderate and fewer sidepeaks are pinned at several lat-
tice sites, according to the Figs. 6(d) and 6(f).
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FIG. 7. (a) Soliton power P and (b) maximal real part of eigenvalues
λR [given by Eq. (4)] versus γ for off-site fundamental gap solitons
under competing cubic-quintic nonlinearities. Profiles of fundamen-
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propagation simulations of the points D1 and D2 [whose profiles are
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The first two panels [7(a) and 7(b)] in the Fig. 7 display that
the stability of gap solitons lying in the first finite band gap at
fixing propagation constant b = −1.35 changes greatly under
the action of self-focusing cubic nonlinearity (whose strength
is denoted by γ), keep in mind that we have already set the
coefficient of the quintic term as δ = 1; this finding can also
be corroborated by direct simulation of their perturbed propa-
gations along the axis coordinate z, the relevant evolutions are
shown below in the Fig. 9 and fromwhich, we can see that the
stable gap solitons’ shapes can be well conserved over long
propagation distance, while unstable ones loose their coher-
ence and start to attenuate in the propagation process and will
eventually evolve into radiating waves [according to the Fig.
9(e)]. It is seen that the power P is linear with an increase
of γ, and the unstable gap solitons at the given propagation
constant (b = −1.35) are only confined in limit region of Kerr
nonlinear strength represented by γ ∈ [0.39, 0.67] [see the
Fig. 7(b)]. Representatives for unstable gap mode and stable
one are respectively depicted in Figs. 7(c) and 7(d), exhibiting
a cusplike behavior in profiles in accordance with their coun-
terparts supported by quintic-only nonlinearity [cf. Figs. 3
and 4].
In addition to the fundamental gap solitons presented
above, the NLFSE model also supports a vast variety of bound
solitons appearing as dipole gapmodes with a spacing interval
(δx) between the two gap solitons equalling to twice the period
of the optical lattice (Platt = pi), δx = 2Platt = 2pi; two typ-
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FIG. 8. (a) Soliton power P and (b) maximal real part of eigenvalues
λR [given by Eq. (4)] versus γ for off-site dipole gap solitons under
competing cubic-quintic nonlinearities. Profiles of dipole gap soli-
tons with different γ: (c) at γ = 0.2; (d) at γ = 0.6. The propagation
simulations of the points E1 and E2 [whose profiles are presented in
Figs. 8(c) and 8(d) respectively] are displayed in Figs. 9(c) and 9(f),
respectively. δ = 1, b = −1.4 for all panels.
ical examples of such localized modes are illustrated in Figs.
8(c) and 8(d). It is necessary to point out that such dipole
soliton family, arranged in the way with spacing interval com-
mensurate to the period of optical lattice (δx = Platt = pi),
can not be constructed as stationary solutions, corroborated
by our systematic study of the linear stability properties of the
so-found solutions and the subsequent direct simulations. Dif-
ferent from the case for the gap solitons that are stable objects
in a wide range of γ [cf. Figs. 7(a) and 7(b)], the dipole gap
solitons at determinate propagation constant (b = −1.4 in the
first finite band gap) and quintic nonlinear coefficient (δ = 1)
are stable modes only if the Kerr coefficient is relatively small,
e.g., γ ≤ 0.24 in the Fig. 8(b). Stable and unstable evolu-
tions of the predicted dipole gap solitons are independently
displayed in Figs. 9(c) and 9(f), and particularly, the latter
panel shows the collapse of unstable dipole mode caused by
internal attenuation and oscillation, and not by the reflection
from both ends since the calculated size x has been truncated
to a very long length in our numerical experiments, indicating
that the instability originates from inner change (the intrinsic
property) of the bound state.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this article, we have investigated the existence and prop-
agation properties of localized gap modes, including both
7FIG. 9. Stable propagations of gap solitons supported by competing
cubic-quintic nonlinearities: (a) fundamental soliton at b = −2.3,
γ = 0.2; (b) fundamental soliton at b = −1.35, γ = 1.3; (c) dipole
soliton at b = −1.4, γ = 0.2. Unstable propagations of gap solitons:
(d) fundamental soliton at b = −3.3, γ = 0.2; (e) fundamental
soliton at b = −1.35, γ = 0.5; (f) dipole soliton at b = −1.4,
γ = 0.6. δ = 1, x ∈ [−30, 30] for all panels.
the fundamental gap solitons (single peak modes) and their
dipole ones, in the framework of a newly introduced model—
nonlinear fractional Schro¨dinger equation (NLFSE) with an
external periodic potential (optical lattice or photonic crystal)
embedded with purely quintic nonlinearity or cubic-quintic
nonlinearities. The model plays an important role in creat-
ing and stabilizing various solitary waves, owning to an ef-
fect of fractional-order diffraction thereof (denoted by Le´vy
index α ) and its interaction with the material nonlinearity
is new, interesting and intriguing, compared to the standard
model (usual nonlinear Schro¨dinger equation with constant
diffraction α = 2). In the context of purely quintic nonlinear-
ity, the fundamental gap solitons, which lies within both the
first and second band gaps of the underlying linear spectrum,
are demonstrated to be unstable localized states (gap-Townes
solitons) when the nonlinearity is self-focusing, and be stable
profiles with broad stability regions (inside the first two finite
band gaps) under the self-defocusing effect. In the competing
(self-focusing) cubic-( self-defocusing) quintic nonlinearities,
there are two kinds of cusplike localized states which can be
viewed as fundamental gap solitons and dipole ones, and no-
tably, the stability region of their existence is much broader
for the former than that for the latter. The existence of stability
and instability regions of both localized states under the two
types of nonlinearities is identified by linear-stability analysis
and direct simulations.
Just like the investigation of dispersion management meth-
ods in optical fiber systems has led to the formation of
dispersion-managed solitons which in turn improved the per-
formance of the optical communications, the manipulation of
light diffraction (fractional diffraction) property would defi-
nitely benefit the control of light propagations, especially in
nonlinear regime. On the basis of Longhi’s proposal to Frac-
tional Schro¨dinger equation in optics [13], we envision that
the proposed model and the corresponding localized modes
acquired here might be implemented in optics experiment
with a replacement of the fractional quantum harmonic oscil-
lator by a periodic medium whose nonlinear landscapes fea-
ture a competing cubic-quintic form.
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